
1 I understand you are from salt lake city he says and then
rhapsodizes over the mountains the temple and the sky room at
hotel utah when liehelleile asks the inevitable are you a mormon
she thinks the right answer is no but he is disappointed and
moves away with the words 1 I have always loved the mormonscormonsMormons

well actually I1 WAS I1 wanted to yell out to him I1 could
have said yes but now he is gone it wasngasn t my legs

such flashes of humor and insight make me wish that joyce
eliason had been able to turn these notes into a novel

MERRILL MELISSA pseudlpseudpseudo polygamistspolygamysPolygamys wife the true story
of one comanswomans struggle with modern day polygamy salt lake
city olympus publishing company 1975 167 pages 7957.95795

reviewed by elouise M bell assistant professor of english brig-
ham young university

polygamists wife is the true story of a woman married to a
modern dadayy polygamist for more than twenty years now a good
book about the problems lifestyles conflicts and circumstances of
contemporary polygamy is long overdue though obviously no re-
liable statistics are available reasoned estimates tell us that several
thousand men and women in utah and surrounding states are cur-
rently living in plural marriage theological considerations aside
for a moment from a purely scholarly point of view an accurate
account of a polygamous marriage of the 1970s would be valuable

clearly important for scholars of history psychology sociology
women s studies and other disciplines and without question such
an account would be interesting to laymen both in and out of the
church given america s stormy background on the principle sadly
polygamists wife is not even a start in the right direction

the story is written as a first person account of melissa
merrill s twenty two year marriage to frank merrill real
names are not used in actuality however the book was written
by a second party from conversations with the wife and from her
journals and diaries and herein lies the problem of the book

melissa merrill if one can judge from this account is an
extremely hardworking long suffering woman steadfastly devoted
to her twelve children and through most of her life almost super-
humanly obedient and submissive to her husband but melissa
is obviously not a woman of even ordinary perception perspective
or judgment we cannot fault her stalwart spirit we cannot help
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but question her common sense she is not the kind of person who
could look at the highly melodramatic events of her life and put
them together with any insight thus she herself could not very
well have written a meaningful book firsthand but that does not
mean her story lacks value or could not be effectively told

two methods at least lay open to the publishers if melissa s

diaries and journals were ample enough these could have formed
the core of the book they could have been shaped by the hand
of a skilled editor who knew how to select judiciously and how to
supply in footnotes or in narrative links the material needed for
smooth transition between journal entries

if such material were not available in quantity the book could
have been written as a biography by an author using melissa s

account as a point of departure but supplementing her words
with much other material research into her background conver-
sations with some of her twelve children several of whom are
now grown and married talks with bishops and other church
leaders who knew of melissa s situation interviews with some
of the other wives etc

the first sort of book the diary version would have given
the reader melissa s own words so that he could judge for him-
self the mind and spirit of a woman who could live a life like
this a woman who was uprooted thirty eight times in twenty two
years who let her children sleep on the floor for two years though
her husband was driving a new car who watched her spouse be-
come so greatly concerned about numbers and so little concerned
about individuals that at one point he asked how many children
have we now for it is the motives the rationale the inner work-
ings of the mind and the emotions that are absorbing in a situation
like this melissa s life itself a seemingly endless round of
childbirth bone crushing physical work deprivation deception
and mistreatment is not one that a reader cares to hear about in
detail for one thing it rapidly grows monotonous and one be-
comes impatient with the trivia of all the crowded infested houses
the sicknesses the unpaid bills the petty wranglingswranglings between wives
no the story though staggering is not very interesting but if
we could have had insight into the minds behind the story me-
lissa s and those of her husband sister wives their many chil-
dren then we might have had enlightenment A diary or jour-
nal account would have challenged the reader to construct from the
excerpts the true nature of this valiant if misguided soul
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on the other hand a straightforward biography of melissa
would have given us what every good biography gives us a per-
ception of the pattern of a life A talented intelligent writer could
have brought judgment and understanding to bear in such a way
as to explain how and why such things could happen in our rocky
mountain west in the 1970s

As it is we hear neither the pure unadorned voice of me-
lissa herself nor the reasoned illuminating voice of a skilled
biographer what we have instead is a make believe voice a
first person an 1 I who comes across as superficially lucid co-
herent and reasoned yet in reality offering neither the undiluted
experienced emotion and authenticity of the real wife nor the per-
ceptions of a trained objective researcher

of course one feels sympathy toward melissa we cringe
at her attempts to overcome selfishness as the first sister wife
comes along aggressive and domineering we see her toil unre-
mittinglymittingly while sick and underfed see her hand cleaning two tons
of wheat dumped in her garage as payment for some of her hus-
band s nebulous services to someone we sympathize as she sends
her children out to beg rags from neighbors on the pretext of
needing them to make rugs but actually using them to make
clothing enough to send her brood to school we marvel at her
obedient efforts to make a home in southern utah on a hun
dred acre farm where we could be self sufficient and separate
from the sins of the world there she and her little ones move
into a trailer with broken windows torn screens rat droppings
holes in the ceiling a nonfunctioningfunctioningnon refrigerator sinks that don t
drain no running water and no electricity what they did have
were black flies mosquitoes and 1070107 temperature her husband
made two visits in six months to provide her with the incentive to
carry on

yes we feel sympathy for melissa but a book is not a fund-
raising pamphlet its purpose is not primarily to arouse our sym-
pathiespa thies instead it should inform us enlighten us teach us or
perhaps just delight and entertain us we should feel something
when we finish reading a book we should say that was exciting
or that was stimulating or 1 I know much now that I1 didndian t
know before or 1I have experienced vicariously some things
that I1 would never have experienced otherwise but polygamistspolygamzsts

wife since it does not like fiction recreate experience for us nor
like biography interpret experience for us nor like journals and
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diaries present us with the raw data of experience to interpret for
ourselves leaves us feeling little except a diluted sense of pity
diluted because as far as we know there was so little need for such
misery to be perpetuated

OAKS DALLIN H AND MARVIN S HILL carthage con-
spiracyspiracy the trial of the accused assassins of joseph smith
urbana chicago london university of illinois press 1975 xiv

248 ppap 7957.95795
reviewed by klaus J hansen professor of history at queen s
university kingston ontario canada

the authors tell us that this book had its origins when the two
of themthernthein a legal scholar and a historian were standing on a
street corner in chicago wondering whether there were enough
sources on the trial for a joint scholarly article obviously the
riches they unearthed far exceeded their original expectation so
that their project resulted in a well researched and well written
scholarly monograph that can also be appreciated and understood

as was their intention by the layman though not overtly re-
visionist in intention and tone the study disabusesdisabuses mormon readers
of some common popular notions that no attempt was made to
bring the murderers of joseph smith to justice and that as com-
pensationpensation divine justice triumphed and the mobsters met with par-
ticularlyticul arly horrible ends As this book makes abundantly clear the
state of illinois did prosecute the accused murderers but ironically
the acquitted defendants enjoyed notably successful careers while
those involved in the unsuccessful prosecution came to premature
and even tragic ends it is a story in which divine justice seems to
have failed while the sham justice of the state prevailed

the outcome of the trial suggests that while the state of
illinois seemed to pursue justice in this case impartially it was pri-
marily interested in clearing its honor and thus make it appear
that justice was done the murder had been a great embarrassment
to governor thomas ford who had personally promised safe con-
duct to joseph and his brother hyrum ford did not relish the
thought of going down in history as a kind of latter day pilate
because of someone liehelleile believed to be a miserable imposter
yet a conviction of the accused murderers might lead to civil war
the problem then was how to make it appear that justice had
prevailed while the accused were acquitted
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